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A Six Step Strategic Planning Metaphor for Schools:
EMBARKING ON A IOURNEY

Strategic planning is like taking a journey. Ia preparing for a journey, we do not plan to stay in the same

place; we intend to go somewhere we are not. Similarly, strategio planning is not about maintainirtg the

status quo; it is about change. The words of Yogi Berra apply equally to schools and personal journeys:

"If you don't know where you are going you'll end up someplace else." The metaphor of a joumey helps

simpliff strategic planning theory and practice,

For every journey, we take specific steps as we prepare to embark. First, we deeide whether we are r"eady

to make the excursion, and, second, we do some soul-searching to crystallize who we are and focus on

what interests and sustains us. Next, we decide where we want to go. We then analyze where we are now
to develop a clear understanding of our current location, and we decide how we will want to get to our
destination. Finally, as we begin to travel, we make sure that we stay on the right pA& to guarantee that
we reach our destination.

If we leave out a planning step, our journey will not be intentional. We may go places, but we will travel
at the whim of chance and circumstancg ending up someplace else. While 'osomeplace else" may be fun
on a trip, it is very risky for a school.

Sfrategic planning in a school is planning the journey on which the school will embark as it moves toward
its firture. The journey steps outlined above are fleshed out in the strategic planning model below.

STEP L: Are we READY to make the journey?
ln strategic planning Step 1 is the planniag to plan stage. The thoughtful decision to begin requires
us to:
o Ensure that the board and administration are ready to engage in a planning process
r Assess our resources
r Determine the process to be used:

a. Identifu fasilitator and participants
i. Create a steering committee
ii. Create an ioclusive and diverse planning team

b. Create a timeline forplanning
r Decide how elements of a previous plan will continue to be implemented if they have not

already been.

STEP 2: WHO are we?
Step 2 is the development of a shared understanding of the school aud requires us to:
r Analyze where the school has been (its history)
r ldenti& the school's values
o Create or confirm the purpose, i.e. the mission, ofthe school.



STEP 3; WHERE do we want to go?
Step 3 builds directly upon the foundation laid h Step 2. It is the crafting of a visioa for rathat we
want the school to become in the future. The vision is a compellingly urgent desired state. The
vision is the destination of the journey.

STEP 4; Where are we NOW?
Step 4 is forming a realistic assessment and understanding of wherc the school is at the
beginning of the planning. It requires us to:
e Analyze the internal and external environment of the school
r Identifr the school's competitive edge or specific niche
r Identifu what stands in the way of realizing the school's vision.

STEP 5: HQW.will we getwhere we are going?
The task of Step 5 is to figure out how to take the school from where it is to where it wants to be.
It requires the following to happen:
r Create goals for achieving the vision

o Make the goals SMART Specific,lV[easurable, gttainable, Bealistic, Timely)
r Develop viable strategies for reaching the ideal state (vision)
o Create implementation plans (actiou plans and tactics)

o Develop change strategies
o Formulate action steps
o Assign responsibilities
o Schedule start and completion dates
o Specr& resources and develop budgets.

STEP 6z How do we make sure we are on the RIGHT ZATH?
The purpose of Step 6 is to create mechanisms for monitoring the school's progress and dealing
with unexpected side effects so that the school reaches its destination.
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In summary, a successful school strategic planaing process may be $mtmarized * and easily
remembered * by addressing the six questions that refer to the planning stages:

_ @ Rre we READY? O WHO are we? @ wUEnE are we going?
@ wtrere are we NOWf @ HOW will we get where we want to be?

@ Uow do we stay on the RIGHT PATH?

Six Step Planning Timeline
6 month plannins process 1? month plannins orocess

Step 1 3 weeks 6 weeks
Step 2 3 weeks 6 weeks
Step 3 4 weeks 8 weeks
Step 4 6 weeks 12 weeks
Step 5 6 weeks 12 weeks
Step 6 and publication of plan 2 weeks 4 weeks
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